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This communication comes in Peace.  

At no time may the writer, nor the reader,  

nor anyone who actions  

Rule of Lore/Law, All Are Equal Before The Lore/Law 

Be harmed, in any way whatsoever, at any time. Ever.  

This is the Laws of peace  

as we welcome 1000 Golden Years in which  

Planet Earth will experience no War.  

 

  The Meek Shall Inherit The Earth. Matthew 5:5         

_____________________
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               INDEPENDENT AUDIT & INVESTIGATION 

         By Crown: We The People of Superior Jurisdiction Audit Team:  

                                         Forced Medication by Injection.  

                                            _______________________

555055 - 001 - 001 - Darrell Foote   
Re: Darrell Foote
13 October, 2023 

1. Let it be known by all parties in attendance today to fulfil a Community Treatment Order, 

1.1. that the alleged ‘patient’, Darrell Foote does not consent to this procedure.  

2. Therefore you are given the opportunity to consider the following choices before you  
 proceed today. 

3. Please take 5 minutes outside, or longer if required, to consider the repercussions of  
your actions todays, as you have two choices before you, each with it’s own outcome.  

4. Choice 1: Before multiple witnesses, let it be known that this process does violate the 
Nuremberg Code of 1947 which specifically states that permission is essential to access  
the body of another in any way whatsoever.  
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4.1.This standard became a globally recognised standard after WWII and the horrific  
human experiments deemed to be Crimes Against Humanity.

5. To fail to recognise the Nuremberg Code 1947 is to infer ownership of the ‘patient’. 
6. Thus the patient must be a slave, for private profit of pharmaceutical drug use.  
7. Criminal Code 270 - slavery - 25 years jail. 
8. Individuals  can be brought before a Common Law Court to be trialled by your Peers.  
9. Corporate Immunity does not exist in Law.  

10. Choice 2:  You can choose to not proceed with this procedure; stating it moves against  
your moral and ethical  judgement.  And endangers your own freedoms of choice by 
positioning you to be accountable for Choice 1.

                                                            darrell: foote
                                   Executor and Beneficiary of this Express Trust. 
    All Superior Rights Reserved at all times by Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before The Law.   

 

Witness: 
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